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Abstract

Motivation: The current generation of DNA sequencing technologies produce a large amount of data quickly. All of these data need to pass some form of quality control processing and checking before they can be used for any analysis. The large number of samples that are run through Illumina sequencing machines makes the process of quality control an onerous and time-consuming task that requires multiple pieces of information from several sources.

Results: AlmostSignificant is an open-source platform for aggregating multiple sources of quality metrics as well as meta-data associated with DNA sequencing runs from Illumina sequencing machines. AlmostSignificant is a graphical platform to streamline the quality control of DNA sequencing data, to collect and store these data for future reference and to collect extra meta-data associated with the sequencing runs to check for errors and monitor the volume of data produced by the associated machines. AlmostSignificant has been used to track the quality of over 80 sequencing runs covering over 2500 samples produced over the last three years.

Availability: The code and documentation for AlmostSignificant is freely available at https://github.com/bartongroup/AlmostSignificant.

Contact: c.cole@dundee.ac.uk, g.j.barton@dundee.ac.uk

1 Introduction

The current generation of high-throughput, short-read DNA sequencing technologies quickly generate large datasets, but all sequencing technologies produce errors, whether systematic, technical, or simple human mistakes. Tracking the quality of the sequence data is critical to a successful experiment, but can become time consuming for all but the smallest projects. Monitoring the success of a sequencing run requires dedicated software located on the sequencing machine or standalone software provided by its manufacturer. These are often used in conjunction with tools such as FastQC (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc) for assessing the quality of the output fastq files and FastQScreen (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastq_screen) to check for contaminating DNA. Although these tools are simple to use and interpret for a handful of samples or a single project, this is difficult for sequencing facilities that handle many sequencing runs simultaneously.

AlmostSignificant is open-source software designed to simplify the aggregation of quality statistics for sequencing runs from Illumina NextSeq and HiSeq machines. The single, consistent interface for viewing these data helps to quickly and efficiently identify potential issues with sequencing runs, lanes within the run, or with the original samples. Aggregating information into a single system has the added bonus of allowing extraneous meta-data to be gathered automatically and the overall quality trends in sequencing runs to be viewed. Thus, the data production and run-protocol for each machine can be tracked over time and so guide lab-side decision making and problem solving. In contrast to services such as Illumina's BaseSpace, AlmostSignificant uses local resources, is open-source, and requires no data to be uploaded. While there are other tools with a similar function to AlmostSignificant (e.g. StatsDB; Ramirez-Gonzalez, 2013), AlmostSignificant has the advantage of being built on the Django web-framework making it light-weight and adaptable. AlmostSignificant works in complement with laboratory management systems such as MISO (http://www.tgac.ac.uk/miso/) or BaseSpace Sequence Hub (https://basespace.illumina.com), complementing their lab-side management with a post-sequencing summary. AlmostSignificant has been in production over the last three years and currently tracks over 80 runs covering 2500 samples.

2 Software Description

2.1 Interface

The AlmostSignificant interface is designed to be consistent regardless of the data being viewed but still able to show the information pertinent for the task at hand. The interface is separated into 5 different views; the Run Overview, the Run-details View, the Project Overview, the Project-details View, and the Statistics View.

The Run Overview (Figure 1) shows a table of all the runs, with important metrics for the run shown at the top of the page. Additional information for each run can be accessed but clicking the arrow on the right of each row. This additional information allows at-a-glance check-
The data loading script dataLoading.py requires access to three folders as input. The first is the processed-run folder generated by the Illumina bcl2fastq program; this provides information about de-multiplexing and sequences with undetermined indexes as well other meta-data. The second input is the original run folder that is output from the sequencing machine (including sample sheet); this provides information on the run such as the cluster densities and other sequencing-run related meta-data. The third input is a single folder containing all of the quality information output by FastQC and/or FastQScreen. This folder can contain sub-folders but the names for the files should match the fastq files found in the processed run folder. Optional arguments include selecting whether the run is a HiSeq or NextSeq run (defaults to nextseq) and a flag to tell the script to identify the undetermined indexes found in the Undetermined Index files produced by the sequencing machine.

2.3 Requirements
AlmostSignificant requires python 2.7+ and django 1.8+. For optimal usage, the illuminate python package (available via pip) should be installed, and pdflatex should be available from the command line. AlmostSignificant can be run on any standard Linux desktop machine.
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